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Our research questions
What drives the global footprint of Chinese banks? Are they different?
Motivation




China is the 2nd largest
economy, largest banking
system (total assets)
Chinese banks

Bank Characteristics across banking systems1
By nationality, as of end-2019, in per cent

Loan/TA
Deposit/Funding

 7% of cross-border bank claims,

ROE
Leverage ratio

 Lending to 196 out of 216 countries,

Govt Ownership

 Top lenders for 63 out of 143 EMDEs,
 24% of total EMDE lending,
 Large government ownership (43%,
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Based on the same of GSIB and DSIB banks in respective jurisdictions. EU comprises 42 banks of following
nationalities: Austria(2), Belgium(3), Germany(9), Denmark(3), Spain(8), Finland(1), France(6), Italy(5), Netherlands

and Sweden (3); GB (5 banks), JP (8 ), US (17), CN (16 ); and EMexCN includes 23 banks of following
comparable only to other EME banks) (2)
nationalities: Brazil(4), Indonesia(3), India(4), Korea(4), Mexico(1), Russia(3), Turkey(2) and South Africa (2).
Sources: Fitch Connect; Authors calculations.
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We find that…
Are Chinese Banks Different? To our surprise: not really that much
Chinese banks’ type of global reach resembles AE Banks.




Distance to their borrowing EMDEs is less of a barrier than that of other EMDE
banks and more like US or European banks.
This similarity is present despite Chinese banks’ different ownership structure
and more recent global expansion.

For most banks, bilateral economic ties (trade, portfolio flows, FDI) between
lender and borrower countries positively correlate with cross-border lending.


For CN banks (EMDE-to-EMDE lending):


Strong positive correlation with trade (Similar to US banks), but



No FDI effect,



Negative Ptf investment effect.
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Related Literature
Gravity models in cross-border finance.


Porter & Rey 2005, Aviat & Coeurdacier 2017, Brei & von Peter 2017.

Financial holdings related to past trade and/or other investments,
beyond gravity variables.


Lane (2006) for equity holdings and trade.



Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2008) for bond holdings and trade.



Andrade and Chhaochharia (2010) use historical FDI positions as proxy of information endowments for asset holdings.



Karolyi, Ng, Prasad (2015) find that past trade and capital assets can generate information endowments for EME investors.

Our contribution


Nationality approach to global banking Coppola et al 2020, Damgaard and Elkjaer 2017
=> distance captures global network of affiliates



Other economic ties can reduce information asymmetries. Caballero et al
2018, Claessens and van Horen 2020



Chinese banks’ global expansion Horn et al 2019
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Data and Sample
BIS LBSN (2018q2)
Cross-border claims by bank nationality “𝑋𝐵𝐶 ”
Why claims by bank nationality?


More comprehensive and detailed, as financial centers host many nationalities.



More reporters than in consolidated data



Construct distance measure: nationality-residence-borrower

Traditional gravity variables


Distance, common language, colony, etc. (CEPII)

Bilateral international economic ties


Trade (UN Comtrade Database)



Capital Flows


FDI (Damgaard and Elkjaer 2017, reflecting the ultimate investment economy)



Portfolio investment (IMF CPIS)

=> cross-sectional data on 39 lending parents, 185 borrower countries
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What is an appropriate distance measure in banking?
When EME banks lend to EMEs, only 1/3 is extended from home offices.
Cerutti, Koch and Pradhan 2018

For CN banks, 41% of EME lending via OFCs McGuire & van Rixtel 2012

=>global affiliate network!
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Global network affiliates – distance matters!
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Weighted distance < Simple distance
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Empirical Analysis
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I. Cross-sectional approach
ln 𝑋𝐵𝐶

𝛼

𝛽 ln 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡

𝜷𝒈 𝑶𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝑮𝑹𝑨𝑽𝑰𝑻𝒀𝒍𝒃

𝜷𝒆 𝐥𝐧 𝑬𝑪𝑶𝑵𝒍𝒃

𝑭𝑬 𝑷𝑪𝒍 , 𝑩𝑪𝒃 ′

𝜀

(1)

With lending parent country “l” and borrowing country “b”.
𝑋𝐵𝐶

cross-border claims, excl. interoffice (2018q2)

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡

distance

𝑮𝑹𝑨𝑽𝑰𝑻𝒀𝒍𝒃

common language, colony

𝑬𝑪𝑶𝑵𝒍𝒃

Trade, Portfolio investment, FDI (lagged)

𝐹𝐸

separate parent and borrowing country fixed effects

Standard errors clustered by parent country.
In line with theoretical derivations of gravitational models for financial holdings.
Okawa and van Wincoop 2012; Lane and Milesi-Ferretti 2008
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I. Cross-sectional approach
FE absorb country-specificities (size, financial system characteristics, etc.).

Lender 𝒍𝟏

Lender 𝒍𝟐

Distance, Trade, FDI, Ptf Investment

Distance, Trade, FDI, Ptf Investment

Borrower 𝒃𝟏

Borrower𝒃𝟐
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I. Cross-sectional approach: Weighted distance
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II. Cross-sectional approach: differences across lenders
ln 𝑋𝐵𝐶

𝛼
∑

𝛽 ln 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡

𝜷𝒆 𝐥𝐧 𝑬𝑪𝑶𝑵𝒍𝒃

𝜸𝒍𝒌 ′𝑪𝒍 𝟎/𝟏 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑁

𝜸𝒅𝒍 ′𝑪𝒍 𝟎/𝟏 ∗ ln 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝑭𝑬 𝑷𝑪𝒍 , 𝑩𝑪𝒃 ′

𝜀

(2)

With lending parent country l and borrowing country b
𝑋𝐵𝐶

cross-border claims, excl. interoffice (2018q2)

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡

weighted distance

𝑬𝑪𝑶𝑵𝒍𝒃

Trade, Portfolio investment, FDI (lagged)

𝐶 0/1

indicator of parent country (AE, EME, CN, US, JP)

𝐹𝐸

separate parent and borrowing country fixed effects

Standard errors clustered by parent country.
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II. Cross-sectional approach: differences across lenders

•

Simple distance understates the effect.

•

Larger distances deter cross-border bank lending to EMDEs more than to AEs.

• Trade, portfolio investment and FDI, positive relationship.
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II. Differences across lenders: Distance*C(0/1)

•

Distance less pronounced for CN banks than for other EME banks.

•

Distance for CN banks lending to EME borrowers similar to AE banks
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II. Differences across lenders: Trade*C(0/1)

•

Bilateral Trade more pronounced for CN banks, similar to US banks when
lending to EME borrowers.
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II. Differences across lenders: Ptf Investment*C(0/1)

•

Portfolio investment has a negative correlation for CN banks to EME borrowers.
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II. Differences across lenders: FDI*C(0/1)

•

FDI has no effect for Chinese banks.
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III. Isolating Chinese banks: policy initiatives
Explore China’s specific arrangements:


Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)



swap lines

Findings


Confirms positive trade effect.



BRI indicator is insignificant.



Swap line marginally significant
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Summary and policy implications
We find that: Chinese banks’ type of global reach resembles a lot AE Banks.


Distance to their borrowing EMDEs less of a barrier than that of other EMDE
banks and more like US or European banks,



Also strong positive correlation with trade (Similar to US banks),



But, no FDI effect and Negative Ptf investment effect.

Policy Implications




If recent trade tensions translate into a significant decline in global trade, we
would expect that cross-border bank lending would also fall.
If the ongoing liberalization of ptf investment makes China more similar to
other AE and EME countries, we could expect a further increase in CN crossborder bank lending.
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Thank you
(ecerutti@imf.org, catherine.casanova@bis.org,
swapan-kumar.pradhan@bis.org)
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